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Carbon Fiber Spreader Bars For 1963 – 1982 Corvettes
Announcing carbon fiber suspension spreader bars.
These carbon fiber bars are half the weight of the standard aluminum bar, while being as stiff and strong as
steel.
Update your Vette to a more modern look while lessening weight with a stronger component.
Available in complete Spreader Bar in Kit form, or as a replacement center section for existing spreader bars to
replace your existing standard aluminum bar with lightweight & modern looking carbon fiber.
These bars will fit Corvettes equipped with SharkBite upper control arms, factory control arms or aftermarket
tubular steel control arms. Support your crossmember and gain better handling. With this important accessory
it is now possible to stabilize and stiffen the cross member. The C2-C3 cross member is notorious for the flimsy
vertical attachment on the cross member where the upper a-arm bolts on. This weak point allows the upright
to settle and flex inward, adversely changing the suspension geometry. In addition, the OE front crossmember
lower control arm attachment point is a focal point for fatigue and cracking of the mount. With this new kit
owners can spread the sagging vertical mounts back to their proper upright position in minutes and
dramatically improve & stabilize the suspension geometry. Made in the USA, Three Year Warranty.
Installation takes about ten minutes with normal hand tools. Kits come complete with durable black powder
coated left and right fittings, mounting hardware and carbon fiber spreader bar with spherical rod ends. Fits all
Small Block equipped Corvettes from 1963-1982.
Part Numbers:
780-86966

Carbon Fiber Spreader Bar Kit - for Stock or Tubular Upper A-Arms

780-86964

Carbon Fiber Spreader Bar Kit - for Shark Bite Aluminum Upper A-Arms

190-48630

Carbon Fiber Spreader Bar Replacement Bar Only - For SpeedDirect Kits

190-48635

Carbon Fiber Spreader Bar Replacement Bar Only - For Non SpeedDirect Kits

About SpeedDirect
Pioneers in improved handling for Corvettes and Muscle Cars, SpeedDirect is the manufacturer of Steeroids®
& SteerRods Rack & Pinion Conversion Kits for passenger cars & light trucks, Shark Bite® Suspension &
Handling Components for C2 & C3 Corvettes, Vector Series™ Handling Components for classic Mustangs, and
Rod Links™ Clutch Linkages for cars & trucks. In business since 1994, all SpeedDirect products are proudly
Made in the U.S.A.
We Put Fun In Every Corner!

